
Wanli Stone Belfast (Pty) Ltd uses only the finest natural stone in a choice of colours to create
memorials that last for generations ensuring enduring memories of your loved ones.

7. Olive Green

8. Rosso Siena

9. Rustenburg

4. Impala Blue

5. Juparana Parys

6. Namibian Pearl

Wanli Stone Belfast (Pty) Ltd.
Railway Street Ext, 0250 Brits, South Africa

PO Box 51, 0250 Brits, South Africa

Telephone +27 12 252 7909/7716
Facsimile +27 12 252 7711

Email  wanlistonesa@mweb.co.za
www.wanlistone.co.za

Wanli Stone Belfast (Pty) Ltd is a joint venture between Xiamen Wanli Stone

(China) and Impala Granite (South Africa) which is part of Minaco (Pty) Ltd,

a South African company housing the separate highly specialized natural stone

processing activities of the Finstone Group.

As one of the first processing factories in South Africa to specialize in a wide

range of natural stone products, Wanli Stone has recognised the potential of

combining human resource skills with technology. As a result, Wanli Stone

utilises China’s latest stone processing technology backed up by a team of

professional craftsmen with a wealth of natural stone knowledge and

exceptional skills particularly with products requiring intricate detail.

All Wanli Stone’s products are made to exacting standards of workmanship

drawing on the best quality natural stone from Finstone’s abundant Southern

African resources.

Wanli Stone currently manufactures and supplies from its factory in Brits, a

range of superior quality products such as designer basins, vanity tops,

fireplaces, tables, benches, breadboards and all memorial components and

accessories.

Wanli Stone’s experienced staff also offer guidance on design, competitive

pricing and unparalleled customer service creating a one-stop centre for all

natural stone requirements.

Constant Improvement for Perfection
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1. Belfast Black

2. Crystal Brown

3. Giallo Namib
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